Abstract : The objective of vehicle aerodynamic design is on the fuel economy, reduction of the harmful emission, minimizing the vibration and noise and the driving stability of the vehicle. Especially for a sedan, the driving stability of the vehicle is the main concern of the aerodynamic design of the vehicle indeed. In this theoretical study, an evaluation algorithm of aerodynamic driving stability of a vehicle was made to estimate the dynamic stability of a vehicle at the given driving condition on a road. For the stability evaluation of a driving vehicle, CFD simulation was conducted to have the rolling, pitching and yawing moments of a model vehicle and compared the values of the moments to the resistance moments. From the case study, it is found that a model sedan running at 100 km/h in speed on a straight level road is stable under the side wind with 45 m/s in speed. But the different results may be obtained on the buses and trucks because those vehicles have the wide side area. From the case study of the model vehicle moving on 100 km/h speed with 15 m/s side wind is evaluated using the numerical algorithm drawn from the study, the value of yawing moment is 608.6 N･m, rolling moment -641 N･m and pitching moment 3.9 N･m. These values are smaller than each value of rotational resistance moment the model vehicle has, and therefore, the model vehicle's driving stability is guaranteed when driving 100 km/h with 15 m/s side wind.
-수직력(pressure force);
-수평력(surface friction force);
각 축에 대한 회전모멘트의 산출
각 셀에서의 회전 모멘트는 식 (5), (6), (7)과 같이 표현된다.
-x축 방향 모멘트;
-y축 방향 모멘트;
-z축 방향 모멘트; Table 1에 주어진 바와 같다. 
수치해석의 결과분석
본 연구에서 도입한 SAE모델의 항력계수(CD)의 로부터 산출할 수 있다. 
1) 요잉 저항 모멘트
          (stable) 2) 롤링 저항 모멘트           (stable) 3) 피칭 저항 모멘트           (stable)
